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going online

Whenever you encourage or require students to go online while teaching this or other materi-
al, please keep in mind that you will want to make sure any online activity is consistent with 
any school, district, or other applicable policies, as well as any applicable privacy laws and 
regulations. Because of the use of video throughout the curriculum, you will need access to 
at least one computer and projector. 

the internet and you

overview

This document contains activities and handouts for curricular modules intended to be used 
with elementary school-aged children (with a focus on grades 1-3), in conjunction with 
media about Ruff Ruffman from PBS (http://pbskids.org/fetch). This curriculum is designed 
as a series of short lesson plans, which you can use as we have laid out, or in a fashion that 
best suits your own needs. The first three modules cover specific topics (privacy, search en-
gines, and advertising), and the last module is intended to summarize and expand upon the 
previous modules. All activities are modular, and the curriculum is licensed under a Creative 
Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which means that you can share freely and 
remix the lessons—as long as you credit us.

Encourage students to share what they have learned in class with their parents at home. 
You can do so after each module or after the entire curriculum to reinforce their learnings. 
It is important for children to be able to apply what they learned with their own house rules 
on Internet use and also for parents to be aware of some of the risks online. Suggestions for 
use are included in “Extensions” for each module.

parent handouts
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timeline [45]

• Privacy Game: 10 minutes
• Privacy Video: 15 minutes
• Deleted Scene: 10 minutes
• Quiz: 10 minutes

privacy and you

objective

Understanding what privacy is and why it matters to you can be complicated and confusing. 
Students will explore what kinds of information should be kept “private,” as well as consider 
what kinds of situations might involve their parents or other important people in their lives 
(such as when students encounter serious or frightening circumstances). 

Students will be able to:
• explain what privacy means and why it is important.
• respect the privacy decisions of others. 

materials

• Handout: Privacy Game
• Video: Privacy and You!, http://brk.mn/13w
• Video: Privacy Deleted Scene, http://brk.mn/13x
• Handout: Quiz

Whenever you encourage or require students to go online while teaching this or other material, please make sure any 
online activity is consistent with any school, district, or other applicable policies, as well as any applicable privacy laws 
and regulations. 



privacy game [10]

Pass out the “Privacy Game” handout (p. 12-14) and assign each student a character. If you 
have more students than characters, you can either assign multiple students to a character, 
create new characters yourself, or have students create their own characters.

ASK students to walk around the room—with their handouts—and introduce themselves to 
each other, as their character. In each conversation, they must share at least three of their 
answers.

ASK
• “Were there any facts that you did not share with anyone? Which ones? Why?”
• “Did everyone make the same choices about what to share? Why/why not?”
• “Depending on whom you share with, why might you share more, or less, of this kind of 

information? When would you share it?” 

EXPLAIN that privacy is the ability to control what other people know about you. You can do 
this by saying certain things about yourself (like telling other people your address or what 
you like to do for fun) or doing things around other people (like going to a toy store with your 
friends and picking out your favorites). Privacy matters whether you are in a room with other 
people or talking to them online.

SAY 
• “Privacy is based on your own personal decisions. What privacy means to you and your 

family might be very different than what privacy means to the other kids in this class 
and their families. If we’re more aware of what we value as private, and how our behav-
iors online can shape our privacy, we’ll be able to make better choices about what kind 
of privacy we want.”

• “Privacy also changes depending on the information and with whom it is being shared.”

ASK “For example, would you share your home address with the following people:”
• “Your parents?”
• “Your friends?”
• “Your teacher?”
• “A stranger?” 

7

privacy and you
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privacy video [15]

SAY “We’re now going to watch a video where a game show contestant gets quizzed about 
privacy.”

Watch video: http://brk.mn/13w

ASK
• “Why did Ruff share his password?”

 – He wasn’t listening while his grandma was talking. Instead he was checking his 
phone.

• “What could happen to Ruff if he shares his password?”
 – Someone could access his phone and the different accounts he has on it.

SAY “If someone has access to your phone, they can pretend to be you and even send mes-
sages to your friends.”

SAY
• “When you share information online, it’s important to consider who could see that infor-

mation and whether you, or the person whose information is being shared, would feel 
comfortable sharing that particular information with that audience.”

• “Some information could mean bad things in the future if it is shared with the wrong 
people. If a stranger knows exactly where you live, then they could come to your house, 
which could be unsafe. In order to know what privacy choices will keep you safe, you 
need to understand what the effects of sharing information are.”
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deleted scene [10]

SAY “Let’s check out one more question from the game show.”

Watch video: http://brk.mn/13x

ASK
• “How is saying something over text different than saying it in person?”

 – If you can’t see the person’s reaction, you don’t know how they felt about what you 
said. You might hurt someone’s feelings without realizing it.

• “How does Chet feel after reading Ruff’s text? How should Chet respond?”
 – Chet’s feelings may have been hurt, since Ruff was making fun of him. Chet should 
have sent Ruff a text telling him how he felt about the message.

ASK
• “Why do people want to share photos online?”

 – To share their experiences with their friends, to get a laugh, etc.
• “What could happen to Ruff’s friends if he shared the photo with their personal informa-

tion?”
 – They could begin receiving messages from strangers, both on their phones and on 
the game.

• “How might Ruff’s friends feel if they found out that Ruff had shared their personal infor-
mation without their permission?”

 – They might be upset with him, especially because of what might happen—if a 
stranger saw that photo, they could text Ruff’s friend!

 – It may be prudent to mention that many modern smartphones attach location data 
to photos. Thus, even if you send someone a photo of a black wall, they may be able 
to tell where you were at the time.

• “Did Ruff do the right thing by ignoring his grandma’s text?”
 – Yes, a person could have texted Ruff pretending to be his Grandma, and Ruff could 
not have known.

• “If Ruff’s grandma wanted to get in touch with him from an unfamiliar phone number, 
how could she have done so so he wouldn’t ignore her?”

 – Ruff’s grandma could have called or emailed Ruff to let him know she got a new 
phone. It would have been best if she had called from a number or email address 
that Ruff already recognized.
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quiz [10]

Students can take the quiz online (individually, in groups, or as a class): http://brk.mn/13y. 
Otherwise, the quiz has been included in the handout (p. 20-21). Have students complete 
the quiz and then go through the quiz, providing the correct answers and asking the follow-
ing corresponding questions. 

 – If you are doing the quiz collectively, ask the questions after completing each part of 
the quiz.

INSTRUCT the class to split into pairs and come up with a short text that Chet could have 
sent. Invite students to share their messages with the class afterwards.

SAY “When talking to someone face-to-face, you can observe their reactions when you talk 
to them, including body language and their tone of voice. However, that context is lost when 
communicating online.”

ASK “How might Chet and Ruff have acted differently if they were speaking in person?”
 – Chet might have understood that Ruff was joking from context clues. Ruff may also 
have noticed that Chet was hurt by what he was saying and could apologize or stop 
teasing.

extension

 – Parent Handout: Privacy (p. 22)
 – Distribute handouts to students and ask them to discuss online privacy with their 
parents and family members at home.
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Print out the handout and cut along the dotted lines. Divide students into groups of six and 
pass out a character strip to each student. Ask students to introduce themselves to their 
group members. 

With more students than characters, assign multiple students to a character, create new 
characters yourself, or have students create their own characters.

privacy game
handout

Pretend to be the character you have been assigned. Introduce yourself to your classmates 
and choose at least 3 facts to share about yourself. You can only share the following things 
about who you are. Whether or not you share your secret is up to you!

Character: Sarah Marks
Age: 8
Address: 3452 Rosebud Road
Phone number: 555 - 3424
Parents’ Jobs: Mom is a software engineer (makes apps for kids), Dad is lawyer
Secret: My best friend Ellen’s parents are getting a divorce

Pretend to be the character you have been assigned. Introduce yourself to your classmates 
and choose at least 3 facts to share about yourself. You can only share the following things 
about who you are. Whether or not you share your secret is up to you!

Character: Alan Huang
Age: 10
Email address: doug.houser@hospital.com
Address: 153 Willow Lane
Parent’s Job: Dad works as a pediatrician (doctor for children)
Secret: Sarah is in my class and she needs braces but doesn’t want anyone else to find out 
at school.



Pretend to be the character you have been assigned. Introduce yourself to your classmates 
and choose at least 3 facts to share about yourself. You can only share the following things 
about who you are. Whether or not you share your secret is up to you!

Character: Ilana Santos
Age: 9
Personal blog: AlejandraWritesStories.com
Phone number at home: 555 - 3145
Personal cell phone number:  555 - 9265
Secret: I have written stories for other kids and am really popular, but I write stories as 
“Alex Jones” so no one knows who I am. 
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Pretend to be the character you have been assigned. Introduce yourself to your classmates 
and choose at least 3 facts to share about yourself. You can only share the following things 
about who you are. Whether or not you share your secret is up to you!

Character: Javier Martinez
Age: 6
Family: I am Ellen’s little brother; Sarah Marks is Ellen’s best friend.
Address: 41 Oak Tree Drive
Secret: My sister Ellen is failing her math class but no one knows!

Pretend to be the character you have been assigned. Introduce yourself to your classmates 
and choose at least 3 facts to share about yourself. You can only share the following things 
about who you are. Whether or not you share your secret is up to you!

Character: Ayana Watkins
Age: 13
Birthday: June 2nd
Job: Works at her parents’ bakery
Bakery Address: 708 Sweets Circle
Secret: The key to the bakery is hidden behind the flowerpot
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Pretend to be the character you have been assigned. Introduce yourself to your classmates 
and choose at least 3 facts to share about yourself. You can only share the following things 
about who you are. Whether or not you share your secret is up to you!

Character: Penny Wilkins
Age: 13
Address: 162 Willow Lane
Job: Babysitter (her nieces and nephews)
Personal email address: heyitspenny016@gmail.com
Secret: I keep the money I make from babysitting in an envelope under my pillow.
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Available online at: http://brk.mn/13y.

1. What’s the best way to keep information on your phone private?
a. Put a sticker on your phone that says “PRIVATE.”
b. Put a password on it.
c. Every time you use your phone, yell, “PRIVATE INFORMATION OVER HERE! PAY NO AT-
TENTION TO WHAT I’M DOING!”

Putting a password on your phone is the best way to keep your private information private.

2. Who should you share your passwords with?
a. Just your parents.
b. Your friends.
c. Adults that you trust, like doctors and teachers.
d. Strangers

You should share your passwords only with your parents.

3. Your friend tells you something private. What’s your next move?
a. Write, direct, and star in a movie called “Private Things My Friends Tell Me That I Then 
Turn Into Movies.”
b. Tell another friend, then add, “But it’s a secret.”
c. Nothing. Keep it private.

If a friend tells you something private, keep it private. You would want your friend to do the 
same. However, if your friend tells you something serious or scary (for example, if your friend 
tells you about being bullied at school or hurt at home), tell a parent, older sibling, teacher, 
or another trusted adult. 

privacy quiz
teacher handout
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4. When you use a library computer, what’s the last thing you should do before you leave?
a. Just shut off the computer.
b. Delete the browser history, delete your personal files, and log off.
c. Stand up, rub your belly, and say, “Okay, people, bring on the snacks!”

After using a public computer, always log out of everything you signed into, then delete all 
personal information, including browser history.

5. When you visit a website, what might the company who owns that site learn about you?
a. Web sites can only know the time and date you visited.
b. Nothing. They don’t even know you’re there.
c. They can learn your computer’s address, your computer type, your basic information, 
and what other sites you visited.

When you visit a website, that company MIGHT collect a lot of information about you. Differ-
ent companies do different things, but companies have the technology to learn a lot about 
who you are.

6. When posting photos, how do people to share their location by mistake?
a. By thinking about their location while the photo is being taken, making it show up in a 
visible thought bubble.
b. By forgetting to turn off geotagging, which writes their exact location information into 
the photo.
c. By wearing clothes that are obviously from a certain fancy store.

Some cameras automatically add location data to every photo. Make sure that function is 
turned off before sharing photos.

7. When you post a photo, or a video, or a text, how long will people be able to see it?
a. FOREVER!
b. However long you want. You have total control.
c. One month.
d. It depends.

Once something is posted—or even sent directly to a friend—it’s out of your control. It’s 
possible for people who see it to save and share your content, but you also have the possi-
bility to remove content from online.
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8. You’re using an app on your phone. Are you on the Internet?
a. Yes. All apps use the Internet.
b. Maybe. It depends on the app.
c. No. It’s an app.

Many apps do use the Internet (like many messaging apps or when you make in-game pur-
chases)—even when you assume they don’t.

9. You get a text message from someone you don’t know. What should you do?
a. Ignore it. (Or if it upsets you, tell your parents.)
b. Text back, “Who is this?”
c. Text back your name and password, so they know it’s you.

Ignore it. If it’s actually a friend or family member, they’ll contact you another way. And if the 
text is upsetting or seems weird, tell your parents.

10. You have an embarrassing photo of a friend. What should you do?
a. Post it online. Then tell your friend you posted it, so that they know.
b. Keep it private. Don’t post it online.
c. Post it online. Then tell all your friends to look at it. Then call in a TV news crew to 
report on it.

Keep it private. Don’t post photos of your friends that they don’t want shared or that you 
wouldn’t want shared if it were a picture of you in the same situation.
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Available online at: http://brk.mn/13y.

1. What’s the best way to keep information on your phone private?
a. Put a sticker on your phone that says “PRIVATE.”
b. Put a password on it.
c. Every time you use your phone, yell, “PRIVATE INFORMATION OVER HERE! PAY NO AT-
TENTION TO WHAT I’M DOING!”

2. Who should you share your passwords with?
a. Just your parents.
b. Your friends.
c. Adults that you trust, like doctors and teachers.
d. Strangers

3. Your friend tells you something private. What’s your next move?
a. Write, direct, and star in a movie called “Private Things My Friends Tell Me That I Then 
Turn Into Movies.”
b. Tell another friend, then add, “But it’s a secret.”
c. Nothing. Keep it private.

4. When you use a library computer, what’s the last thing you should do before you leave?
a. Just shut off the computer.
b. Delete the browser history, delete your personal files, and log off.
c. Stand up, rub your belly, and say, “Okay, people, bring on the snacks!”

5. When you visit a website, what might the company who owns that site learn about you?
a. Web sites can only know the time and date you visited.
b. Nothing. They don’t even know you’re there.
c. They can learn your computer’s address, your computer type, your basic information, 
and what other sites you visited.

privacy quiz
handout
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6. When posting photos, how do people to share their location by mistake?
a. By thinking about their location while the photo is being taken, making it show up in a 
visible thought bubble.
b. By forgetting to turn off geotagging, which writes their exact location information into 
the photo.
c. By wearing clothes that are obviously from a certain fancy store.

7. When you post a photo, or a video, or a text, how long will people be able to see it?
a. FOREVER!
b. However long you want. You have total control.
c. One month.
d. It depends.

8. You’re using an app on your phone. Are you on the Internet?
a. Yes. All apps use the Internet.
b. Maybe. It depends on the app.
c. No. It’s an app.

9. You get a text message from someone you don’t know. What should you do?
a. Ignore it. (Or if it upsets you, tell your parents.)
b. Text back, “Who is this?”
c. Text back your name and password, so they know it’s you.

10. You have an embarrassing photo of a friend. What should you do?
a. Post it online. Then tell your friend you posted it, so that they know.
b. Keep it private. Don’t post it online.
c. Post it online. Then tell all your friends to look at it. Then call in a TV news crew to 
report on it.
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privacy and you
parent handout

Discuss the following questions with your parent or guardian.

1. It’s important to put a secret password on your phone so that no one else can use it. 
With whom should you share your secret password ?

• What is the password policy in your family? Should you share your passwords with your 
parents?

2. Find three photos on your phone that would be safe to share on social media.
• What are your family’s rules on sharing photos? Is it okay to share family pictures with 

relatives? With friends? With strangers?
3. You get a text from an unknown number. What should you do?

• What if your parent’s phone runs out of battery? How should they show you that their 
text from a coworker’s phone is safe to answer?

* Some suggestions: Have a secret code word, that only your family knows. If some-
one has to call or text from a strange number, use the secret code to show that the 
text is not from a stranger.

If you’re having trouble remembering the right answers, you and your parents can check out 
the video you watched today at: http://brk.mn/13w.

Now, think about the privacy game you played today: explain to your parents how you decid-
ed which information to share and with whom. Perhaps make a handy guide chart, with in-
formation types along the top and audience types along the side. Put a big X if you shouldn’t 
share that information with that person! Do you and your parents disagree on a box? Check 
out some of the resources at the bottom for more help.

Some examples of information types: 
• Picture of your face
• Address
• School
• Age
• Last name
• Email

activity
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Some examples of audience types: 
• Parents
• Friends
• Close relatives
• Teacher
• Online friends
• Stranger on the bus

resources from Ruff and around the web

• How other parents monitor technology use:
* http://brk.mn/149

• More information on information sharing when socializing online:
* http://brk.mn/14a

• More resources from Ruff!
* http://brk.mn/14b
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timeline [45]

• Introduction to the Internet: 5 minutes
• Internet Uses: 15 minutes
• Search Engines: 15 minutes
• Finding a Healthy Balance with Technology Use: 10 minutes

objective

It has become a crucial skill for students to navigate the Internet successfully. Students 
will be exposed to the Internet’s basic functionality, including communication, collaboration, 
creativity, and the cloud. They will learn the basics of search engines and how to use the 
Internet to solve everyday problems. 

Students will be able to:
• explain that the Internet is a way to connect with people and obtain information
• understand how they can use the Internet to solve everyday problems.
• use search engines to search basic queries.

the internet and chet

• Handout: Search Engine Practice
• Video: The Internet and Chet, http://brk.mn/13z
• Video: Searching, http://brk.mn/140
• Video: Technology Habits, http://brk.mn/141
• Handout: Healthy Technology Habits
• Parent Handout: Internet Use
• Parent Handout: Search Engines
• Parent Handout: Healthy Tech Habits

materials

Whenever you encourage or require students to go online while teaching this or other material, please make sure any 
online activity is consistent with any school, district, or other applicable policies, as well as any applicable privacy laws 
and regulations. 
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the internet and chet

internet uses [15]

SAY “We are now going to watch a video where Ruff [the main character] needs some help 
creating a birthday party.” 

Watch “The Internet and Chet”: http://brk.mn/13z

ASK “What are the problems Ruff encountered while planning a party for Chet? How did he 
use the Internet to help solve them?”

 – Get Chet a present: Donated in his name and ordered a trampoline.
 – Get Chet a cake: Looked up a recipe online. 
 – Invite friends: Send an e-invitation.

intro to the internet [5]

ASK “What do you think of when you hear the word ‘Internet’?”

SAY “The Internet is a group of computers all over the world, all connected to each other. The 
computers are connected by radio, actual wires, and even wires at the bottom of the ocean. 
It’s what allows you to communicate with and access information from other people instan-
taneously, whether through email, Facebook, Skype, games, apps, or more.”

ASK students to brainstorm ways that they use the Internet, recording their responses on a 
whiteboard or poster.

 – If students are relatively experienced Internet users, students could list their favorite/
most visited websites, or provide specific examples of where they go on the Internet to 
complete tasks.

 – Some examples include:
 – Social media (Facebook, Instagram)
 – Online gaming (PBS Kids, Disney, Sprout, etc.)
 – Publishing their own work (specific blogs, YouTube)
 – Find information (Wikipedia, Dictionary.com)

 – Use discretion; students may list websites that contain inappropriate content.
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ASK “What else could Ruff have done?”
 – Get Chet a present: Find an article to learn how to make one. Buy something.
 – Get Chet a cake: Look up a recipe online. Order a cake.
 – Get Chet a card: Make him an ECard (environmentally friendly too!).
 – Invite friends: Make a Facebook event. Send out Evites.

1     This statistic was taken from http://www.worldwidewebsize.com on March 16, 2016.

search engines [15]

ASK students if they have ever used Google or another search engine before. 

EXPLAIN that Google is an example of a search engine. You can use search engines to find 
out information about what you’re interested in. However, because search engines can also 
lead you to information that is inaccurate, it’s important to figure out where/whom the infor-
mation is coming from and whether you can trust that website.

INSTRUCT students to write down three topics they are interested in and then use a search 
engine to look up facts or answer student questions about a topic. Either demonstrate in 
front of the class or ask students to look things up in pairs/groups.

EXPLAIN that the Internet is over nine million times bigger than a book (of 300 pages).1 
Imagine how long it would take you to find what you were looking for without something 
that told you to look in a specific place! Search engines are like a book index, showing you 
the relevant information you looked for. 

ASK students to consider whether a source is trustworthy, and what factors might make a 
website reliable, such as the domain name (.gov/.edu versus .net/.com) or whether a web-
site uses citations and lists their sources.

Watch video: http://brk.mn/140

Pass out “Search Engine Practice” handout (p. 32-33), have students work in pairs to com-
plete. If students do not have access to computers/Internet, or will have difficulty reading 
the worksheet, go through the activity as a class. Explain that everyone might have differ-
ent answers, because they might find information in different places.

 – Make sure SafeSearch is turned on.
 – Discuss answers as a class, as well as any difficulties that arose for students.
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the internet and chet

EXPLAIN to students that technology can be helpful, but it can also be distracting and keep 
us from engaging in the real world. It can be hard or impossible to do multiple things at once 
(“multitask”), such as reading a book and watching a movie at the same time. Everyone 
should think about how to find a healthy balance, but you might need to reflect more on your 
habits if you’re ignoring people and responsibilities in order to use technology more often.  

Watch video: http://brk.mn/141

ASK
• “What was Ruff also doing when he was on the trapeze?”

 – He was texting.
• “Was he able to text with both hands and use the trapeze? Why/why not?”

 – Because he was texting with both hands, he was unable to still use the trapeze.
• “What happened when Ruff used the map in order to find his way somewhere?”

 – Because he didn’t look where he was going, he fell into a puddle.
• “What was Chet doing during the video?”

 – He was playing a video game the whole time.
• “Was it a problem that Chet was playing games?”

 – He played so much he forgot to sleep.

Pass out the “Healthy Technology Habits” handout (p. 36-37), and have students work in 
groups, sharing their responses and solutions to the questions. If you choose to use the 
bottom part, have each student work individually on measuring how often they use technol-
ogy.

Take a poll of the number of hours each student in the class spends on the Internet every 
day.

ASK students about how their family members or friends use technology. Do they use 
phones when they eat together? What do they use their phones for? (Homework, watching 
videos, playing games, etc.) Estimate the amount of time their family members spend look-
ing at a screen.

ASK students how they feel when they are trying to talk to someone but the other person is 
distracted by a piece of technology.

finding a healthy balance with technology use [10]
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 – Ask students to discuss healthy use of technology with their family, or keep track of 
how they interact with technology (TV, phones, computers, radio, etc.) every day for a 
week.

 – “Technology Quiz:”  http://brk.mn/14m 
 – As a class, walk through the different questions, stopping after each question to 
guess as a class before discussing the answer. Not all of the questions in the quiz 
are covered in the videos listed in this lesson plan, but the correct answers come 
with brief explanations online.

 – Parent Handouts: 
 – Internet Use (p. 38)
 – Search Engines (p. 39)
 – Healthy Tech Use Balance (p. 40)
 – Distribute to students and ask them to discuss healthy technology usage habits 
with their family members. 

extension
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search engine practice
teacher handout

2     Specific technology platforms are mentioned only as examples to help curriculum users gain additional insight into 
the types of products available in this space. These examples should not be understood to constitute any type 
of endorsement of a particular product or service by BKCIS. Please keep in mind that you will want to make sure 
any online activity is consistent with any institution, school, district, or other applicable policies, as well as any 
applicable privacy laws and regulations.

Search Engines are a crucial tool for students today (that’s you!). Use Google to find the an-
swers to these questions! Make sure that SafeSearch is turned on—if you have questions, 
ask a friend, or ask your teacher. There are multiple right answers, so you and your neighbor 
might find different answers.2

1. Where do you go online to send a birthday card?
You could use many websites to create a card online. You could also send an email mes-
sage. 

Source: (which websites did you look at?)
Some examples include: 

Blue Mountain (https://www.bluemountain.com/ecards)
Hallmark (https://www.hallmarkecards.com/)
American Greetings (http://www.americangreetings.com/ecards)

 
2. How do you make a trampoline out of paper?
Students may have a variety of answers. There are a few instructions online on how to make 
an origami trampoline. There is also someone who made a paper trampoline on which he 
could jump.

Source: (which websites did you look at?)
Some examples include:

Origami trampoline: https://www.youtu.be/je5JdMuzbQ4
Full-size paper trampoline: https://youtu.be/_yLDHOGD8R4

search for answers
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3. Are UFOs real?
While you could find many sources online that will claim UFOs with aliens are real, students 
should recognize that not all sources online are reliable. You can also find others that say 
that UFOs aren’t real, but it is up to your students to determine which sources are more re-
liable. Any resource that can cite facts from reliable sources (e.g., experts, research papers, 
etc.) can have credibility. Students should examine resources and recognize that “UFOs 
aren’t necessarily alien spacecraft. And some purported UFOs aren’t UFOs at all.”3

Source: (which websites did you look at?)
Some examples include:

UFOs are real: http://brk.mn/143
UFOs aren’t real: http://brk.mn/144, http://brk.mn/145, http://brk.mn/14s

reflection

1. When you look for information online, can you trust everything you find? Why/why not?
You cannot trust all information you find online. Anyone can post information online, which 
means you get information representing many points of view. It also means that people can 
post false information. In order to learn what is true, you have to learn to check information 
you see online against other sources.

2. How do you know that information online is useful and trustworthy? Name one example of 
trustworthy info and how you can tell.
Information that is taken from experts, research papers, or reputable news sources can 
generally be trusted.  However, just because you read it in a newspaper doesn’t mean you 
should trust it outright. It takes a series of experts, journalists, and others to come togeth-
er and agree on the facts so it is important that many people report the same information 
independently. When you know that your friends, parents, teachers, or others around you 
are trustworthy, you should be able to rely gernerally on information that they give you—but 
remember that you can always check their sources to see for yourself!

Some websites are dedicated to debunking false information. A few include http://www.
snopes.com and http://www.politifact.com.

3     Ida Draviam, “NASA - UFO No Longer Unidentified,” Feature Articles, accessed August 1, 2016, http://brk.mn/14s.
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search engine practice
handout

Search Engines are a crucial tool for students today (that’s you!). Use Google to find the an-
swers to these questions! Make sure that SafeSearch is turned on—if you have questions, 
ask a friend, or ask your teacher. There are multiple right answers, so you and your neighbor 
might find different answers.2

1. Where do you go online to send a birthday card?

Source: (which websites did you look at?)

 
2. How do you make a trampoline out of paper?

Source: (which websites did you look at?)

search for answers
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3. Are UFOs real?

Source: (which websites did you look at?)

reflection

1. When you look for information online, can you trust everything you find? Why/why not?

2. How do you know that information online is useful and trustworthy? Name one example of 
trustworthy information and explain how you know that it can be trusted.
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healthy tech habits
teacher handout

Technology and the Internet can be incredibly helpful, allowing you easy access to informa-
tion and resources. However, they can also distract you from your everyday life: homework, 
family, friends, and more.

scenario 1

Blossom and Ruff decide to have a fun day at the park. Blossom misses being able to have 
long, deep conversations with Ruff. She has set up a picnic so that they can spend all day 
talking. But they get to the park, and Ruff won’t stop texting other people. He’s clearly not 
paying attention to anything Blossom says.

• How does this make Blossom feel? Has something like this ever happened to you?
Blossom may feel disrespected, since she is putting in a lot of effort to spend time with 
Ruff and he is ignoring her. Students should reflect about whether they have ever been 
Blossom or Ruff in this situation.

• What should Blossom tell Ruff?
Blossom should tell Ruff how she feels and express that she set up the picnic to spend 
time talking together. Since Ruff is her friend, he should respect her wishes.

Chet has a TON of homework to do tonight. He has two math worksheets, a reading re-
sponse, and a science test tomorrow. He knows he needs to get started on homework right 
away, but decides to play a game of Revenge of the Ice Mice. One game leads to another, 
and before he knows it, it’s midnight and he hasn’t started his homework.

• Has this ever happened to you? When? What were you distracted by?
Students should reflect on their own work habits and how they may get distracted.

• What should Chet do to prevent this form happening in the future? Whom should he ask 
to help him?
Chet should not allow himself to start playing until he has finished his work. Chet could 
ask his parents to supervise his behavior. Students should reflect on their own strate-
gies in this regard, as well as rules in their own household regarding technology use.

scenario 2
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Make a list of:
 
3 healthy technology habits (example: only watching TV after doing homework)

1. Not using technology right before sleeping.
2. Only using technology for fun after finishing homework.
3. Putting away your phone during meals.

 
3 unhealthy technology habits (example: texting while walking)

1. Checking your phone impulsively (e.g., every 5 minutes).
2. Checking your phone while walking or driving.
3. Reading messages that come in on someone else’s phone.

What is one healthy habit that you can commit to keeping?
Students should reflect on their own use and decide on a habit for themselves.

What is one unhealthy habit you can commit to breaking?
Students should reflect on their own use and decide on a habit for themselves.

Device Hours

SmartPhone

Tablet

Computer

Note: This activity is intended for students who regularly use technology.

How many hours do you think you have spent with different technologies for the last week? 
Fill out the chart below.

 – Example: Yesterday, Susie spent 2 hours on her phone.

advanced activity
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healthy tech habits
handout

Technology and the Internet can be incredibly helpful, allowing you easy access to informa-
tion and resources. However, they can also distract you from your everyday life: homework, 
family, friends, and more.

scenario 1

Blossom and Ruff decide to have a fun day at the park. Blossom misses being able to have 
long, deep conversations with Ruff. She has set up a picnic so that they can spend all day 
talking. But they get to the park, and Ruff won’t stop texting other people. He’s clearly not 
paying attention to anything Blossom says.

• How does this make Blossom feel? Has something like this ever happened to you?

• What should Blossom tell Ruff?

Chet has a TON of homework to do tonight. He has two math worksheets, a reading re-
sponse, and a science test tomorrow. He knows he needs to get started on homework right 
away, but decides to play a game of Revenge of the Ice Mice. One game leads to another, 
and before he knows it, it’s midnight and he hasn’t started his homework.

• Has this ever happened to you? When? What were you distracted by?

• What should Chet do to prevent this form happening in the future? Whom should he ask 
to help him?

scenario 2
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Make a list of:
 
3 healthy technology habits (example: only watching TV after doing homework)

1. 
2. 
3. 

 
3 unhealthy technology habits (example: texting while walking)

1. 
2. 
3. 

What is one healthy habit that you can commit to keeping?

What is one unhealthy habit you can commit to breaking?

Device Hours

SmartPhone

Tablet

Computer

Note: This activity is intended for students who regularly use technology.

How many hours do you think you have spent with different technologies for the last week? 
Fill out the chart below.

 – Example: Yesterday, Susie spent 2 hours on her phone.

advanced activity
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internet use
parent handout

Remember when you watched Ruff Ruffman plan a party for his mouse friend Chet? Tell your 
parents how bad Ruff was at planning the party (remember? He didn’t even invite any of 
Chet’s friends!), before Blossom stepped in and helped him use the Internet to plan. 

Work with your parents to use the Internet to plan a family dinner!
A couple of ideas: 

• How would you invite your friends?
• How would you find food to serve?
• Where might you look for decoration ideas?

For older students, this would be a great place to talk about budgeting and how the Internet 
can help you look for bargains.

activity

resources from Ruff

• Ruff Ruffman’s video on how to use a search engine:
* http://brk.mn/140
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search engines
parent handout

Do your parents know what a search engine is? Do they know how it works? As a Humble 
Media Genius, you can explain it to them! Try to use an analogy, a comparison to something 
similar, to help them understand! Your teacher explained that a search engine is like the 
index of a HUGE book (or a list of things for you to look at). Ruff explained that a search 
engine is like Chet, who knows where everything in Ruff’s closet is. What explanation can 
you come up with?

activity

• How search engines work:
* http://brk.mn/14c

• Ruff Ruffman’s video on how to use a search engine:
* http://brk.mn/140
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healthy tech habits
parent handout

The Internet is AMAZING, but if you spend all day with your eyes on a screen, you might be 
missing out on life! Learning to moderate and control technology use is a family activity. Talk 
with your entire family about healthy technology habits. What can you do as a family?

Some ideas:
• Use an app to track how much time on your phone, as well as the time you spend on 

each app you use. You could also make a big poster and use stickers to track your time. 
* Are you happy with the amount of time you spent?  If not, how do you plan to change 

that?
•  Create technology free family time. Perhaps make a “no phones at the dinner table” rule 

to encourage everyone to connect in person.

activity

resources from Ruff and around the web

• Introduction to some basic Google features:
* http://brk.mn/14d

• Parents who spend too much time looking at their screens:
* http://brk.mn/14e

• Keeping kids safe on social media:
* http://brk.mn/14f

• More resources from Ruff!
* http://brk.mn/14b
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say? cheese!

objective
Advertising plays a significant role in the Internet today. Many online platforms are free for 
their users because they earn money from advertisements. Companies can pay advertising 
companies to only show their ads to a group of people, such as “girls who like sports” or 
“kids who watch action movies.” Advertising companies, like Google’s AdSense, collect data 
from users through things like their Google searches and YouTube video history, and use it 
to choose which ads to show. Knowing how online ads target people is a crucial part of be-
ing a smart Internet user, because then users will understand why companies are showing 
them certain content. 

Students will be able to: 
• understand that ads are used to help companies sell things.
• explain that Internet content is often free for users because it’s supported by ads.
• understand and control how advertisers use their information to choose ads to show 

them.

materials

• Handout: Searches and Ads
• Video: Say? Cheese!, http://brk.mn/146
• Parent Handout: Say? Cheese!

• Introduction to Online Ads: 10 min
• Searches and Ads: 20 min

timeline [30]

Whenever you encourage or require students to go online while teaching this or other material, please make sure any 
online activity is consistent with any school, district, or other applicable policies, as well as any applicable privacy laws 
and regulations. 
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4     Digital ad spending worldwide 2015 | Statistic. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://brk.mn/147.

intro to online ads [10]

ASK
• “Do you have to pay Google when you use their search engine to look for information?”
• “Do you have to pay Google/Youtube when you watch videos on Youtube?”
• “If Google search is free to use, how does the company make money? How does Google 

pay the people who work at the company?”

EXPLAIN that many websites are able to keep their content free for users by hosting ads. In 
2015, companies around the world spent around $160 billion on digital advertising.4 Some of 
that money goes to the websites that host the ad. 

ASK students to list places they’ve seen ads in their own Internet use. Perhaps write them 
on the board and ask the class if they’ve seen that type of ad after every answer. 

 – For students with limited Internet/technology experience, you can ask about examples 
of advertising they’ve seen in everyday life (billboards, magazines, etc). It would then be 
useful to show examples of ads online (perhaps projecting a Google search).

ASK 
• “What are some examples of ads you’ve seen online?” 
• “Do these ads make you want to buy the products you see? Why or why not?”

EXPLAIN that companies like Google and Facebook have technologies that keep track of 
what we all do online and learn more about who we are. Users don’t have to directly tell the 
companies information; they can figure it out from the things you do on the site. For in-
stance, if you search “first grader science fair project winner,” Google might guess that you 
are a first grade student trying to get ideas for your science fair project.

 – For students without exposure to the Internet/social media, you can illustrate ad tar-
geting by talking about what their parents buy at the supermarket, and how a company 
could figure out what kinds of foods you liked.
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 – Invite students to look at their own ad settings (what Google has determined about 
them) here. Teachers can walk through the settings with the group beforehand and then 
allow students to do so themselves.

 – https://brk.mn/142
 – Students could write a one paragraph reflection about what they learned about this 
alternate persona (which may not reflect their true selves).

 – Parent Handout: Say? Cheese! (p. 54)
 – Distribute to students and ask them to discuss healthy technology usage habits 
with their family members.

extension

EXPLAIN that companies use this information to show you ads they think might be relevant, 
or interesting to you. They think that because you are more likely to be interested in the 
product advertised, you are more likely to buy it, and give them more money.

Pass out the “Searches and Ads” Handout (p. 50-53). Have students work in pairs to com-
plete the worksheet.

ASK
• “How did you figure out information about the person from the searches?”

 – Students should have used the elements of each search query, as well as thinking 
about them together, in order to infer information about each profile.

• “How did you decide which person to pair with each item?”
 – Based on what they knew about each person’s profile, they may be able to decide 
who might be most interested in each item.

searches and ads [20]
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searches and ads
teacher handout

person 1

Recent searches:
• “Make a bottle rocket without duct tabe”
• “How to win a science fair”
• “Decorate bottle rockets”

How old are they?
They are probably in elementary or middle school, since they are participating in a science 
fair. Since the project is relatively simple, they are probably in elementary school.

What do they do?
They are building a bottle rocket for the science fair. However, it seems they may not have 
duct tape on hand.
 
What are they interested in?
They are interested in design and decoration, because they want to decorate their rocket.

For each person, read their most recent searches. Based on this information, try to figure 
out how old they are, their activity, and their interests.
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Recent searches:
• “Jobs for kids who like horses”
• “How to become a veterinarian”
• “Popular video games for 4th grade boys”

How old are they?
They are probably in 4th grade because of the search that includes the phrase “4th grade 
boys.”
 
What do they do?
They may play videogames and may ride horses.
  

What are they interested in?
They might be interested in horses, possible future careers, and videogames.

person 2

Recent searches:
• “How to make new friends
• “Is starting fourth grade in a new school hard”
• “3rd grade softball in San Francisco”

How old are they?
They are probably in 3rd grade or about to start 4th grade.
 
 
What do they do?
They are probably moving to a new city (perhaps San Francisco) and like playing  softball.

What are they interested in?
They are interested in playing softball and making the transition to a new city easier.

person 3
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person 4

Recent searches:
• “Is summer camp scary?”
• “What is homesickness?”
• “Does handsanitizer kill flu germs?”

How old are they?
They are probably in elementary or middle school, since they are probably going off to sum-
mer camp for the first time.

What do they do?
They are probably going to summer camp.

What are they interested in?
They are interested in not feeling or homesick at camp and staying healthy.

person 5

Recent searches:
• “How to convince parents to get me a pet”
• “Can a 3rd grader take care of a dog”
• “Cool dog tricks”

How old are they?
They are in 3rd grade.

What do they do?
They are trying to get their parents to get them a dog.

What are they interested in?
They are interested in dogs.
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Now, pretend you’re an advertiser, and you have to promote the following items. Of the previ-
ous list of people, whom would you target with advertisements for these items, and why?

1. Interesting programs at the library
Person 1, because they are interested in the science fair.

2. Laundry soap
Person 4, because they are going off to camp.

3. Stuffed puppy toy
Person 5, because they like dogs.

4. Board games
Person 2, because they like games.
 

5. Sports gear
Person 3, because they are interested in softball.

6. Virtual pets
Person 2, because they like horses.
Person 5, because they like pets.

targeted ads
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searches and ads
handout

person 1

Recent searches:
• “Make a bottle rocket without duct tape”
• “How to win a science fair”
• “Decorate bottle rockets”

How old are they?

What do they do?

 
What are they interested in?

For each person, read their most recent searches. Based on this information, try to figure 
out how old they are, their activity, and their interests.
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Recent searches:
• “Jobs for kids who like horses”
• “How to become a veterinarian”
• “Popular video games for 4th grade boys”

How old are they?

 
What do they do?

  

What are they interested in?

person 2

Recent searches:
• “How to make new friends”
• “Is starting fourth grade in a new school hard”
• “3rd grade softball in San Francisco”

How old are they?

 

What do they do?

What are they interested in?

person 3
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person 4

Recent searches:
• “Is summer camp scary?”
• “What is homesickness?”
• “Does handsanitizer kill flu germs?”

How old are they?

What do they do?

What are they interested in?

person 5

Recent searches:
• “How to convince parents to get me a pet”
• “Can a 3rd grader take care of a dog”
• “Cool dog tricks”

How old are they?

What do they do?

What are they interested in?
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Now, pretend you’re an advertiser, and you have to promote the following items. Of the previ-
ous list of people, whom would you target with advertisements for these items, and why?

1. Interesting programs at the library

2. Laundry soap

3. Stuffed puppy toy

4. Board games

 

5. Sports gear

6. Virtual pets

targeted ads
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say? cheese!
parent handout

Today, you watched Ruff sell his stinky cheese perfume! Then, you pretended you were ad-
vertisers and tried to market your ads to specific people.

Check out what Google knows about your family! Go to Ad settings for your different family 
member’s email accounts by logging in and typing in this link: http://brk.mn/142. Is there 
any information you or your parents aren’t comfortable sharing with advertising companies? 
What kind of information do you think they should know in order to provide advertising that 
fits with your interests? 

Talk with your family about adblocking software! How can you balance between providing 
page views and money to content creators with a distraction free Internet experience?

If you don’t have a computer or Internet access, work with your family to analyze advertise-
ments in TV shows, magazines, or billboards. How do the big companies know who will see 
the ad? For example, a commercial in a kid’s TV show is probably going to be seen by chil-
dren and their parents. How do companies target their ads for those audiences?

Show your parents/family members around your favorite websites. What kinds of ads do you 
see? Do you ever click on the ad banners and pop-ups on those websites? What questions 
should you ask yourself before you click on an ad?

As a family, discuss how to report ads you don’t like, or aren’t appropriate. If a YouTube ad 
for a new movie scares you, how should you tell YouTube? Is there software available that 
would help you filter out ads that you aren’t comfortable with viewing?

activity
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parent handouts

• A Parent’s Guide to Advertising and Your Child:
* http://brk.mn/14g

• Protecting your children on the Internet:
* http://brk.mn/14h

• More resources from Ruff!
* http://brk.mn/14b
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getting the most from 
the internet

materials

• Handout: Use Your Tools Wisely
• Video: Getting the Most from the Internet, http://brk.mn/148
• Parent Handout: Getting the Most from the Internet

This module is meant to summarize and expand upon the previous three, which were Priva-
cy and You, The Internet and Chet, and Say? Cheese!. After explaining some of the possible 
dangers and downsides of the Internet, we aim to show positive aspects of the Internet, 
including research, social interactions, learning, commerce, and fun. 

Students will be able to:
• recognize that the Internet is a valuable tool in most pursuits.
• identify how they can use the Internet for their own enrichment.

objective

• Internet Use Brainstorm: 15 min
• Use Your Tools Wisely: 10 min

timeline [25]

Whenever you encourage or require students to go online while teaching this or other material, please make sure any 
online activity is consistent with any school, district, or other applicable policies, as well as any applicable privacy laws 
and regulations. 
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internet use brainstorm [15]

Note: this can be turned into a multi-day activity by asking students to monitor and reflect 
on their own Internet use at home over the days before the activity.

ASK students to think about how the Internet allows them to do things they wouldn’t have 
been able to do before its invention. Digital natives may have difficulty imagining what life 
was like without constant and instant connectivity. Some questions to get them started:

• “How do you talk with your friends outside of school? How would you do that without a 
smartphone or computer?”

• “When you have a question your parents can’t answer? How would you find the answer 
without a smartphone or computer?”

Watch video: http://brk.mn/148

ASK “Which uses of the Internet did Ruff mention that we hadn’t listed?”
 – We list all the uses Ruff lists in the video.

 – Make stuff.
 – Learn stuff (e.g., sweater knitting, baseball hitting, etc.).
 – Buy stuff.
 – Keep in touch with friends.
 – Share things about yourself.
 – Watch cat videos.
 – Keeping in touch with your friends.

Pass out “Use Your Tools Wisely” handout (p. 62-63), and have students work in pairs, dis-
cussing the pros and cons of each solution out loud. Debate the answers as a class. There 
are some circumstances where the Internet would prevent learning, but it can also provide 
many easily accessible resources.

use your tools wisely [10]
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 – Have students break into groups of 3-4 and write their own song for Ruff’s musical (featured in 
the video “Getting the Most from the Internet”: http://brk.mn/148). It should involve a use for 
the Internet that Ruff hasn’t yet mentioned. For younger groups, print out copies of the existing 
lyrics, and have students write extra verses, elaborating on uses already mentioned.

 – Have students choose an interesting use of the Internet (research for school project, shopping 
for a sibling’s birthday gift, helping a family member find a restaurant, making new friends and 
making an art project together), and develop a project showcasing what the Internet can do. 
Depending on what you’ve recently covered in class, this could range from writing a research 
report to making a poster to giving a short presentation. This can be a good opportunity to 
discuss how to cite sources and what makes a good example for an argument.

 – Parent Handout: Getting the Most from the Internet (p. 64)
 – Distribute to students and ask them to discuss healthy technology usage habits with their 
family members.

extension
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use your tools wisely
teacher handout

It’s important to know what tools are in your toolbox (both real and virtual), and when you 
should use them. Here, Ruff is presented with a problem. Help him think of at least two 
ways to solve it: one involving the Internet and one without, and list the pros and cons of 
each. You can also use two tools together!

Ruff is working on a diagram of the water cycle for a school project, but he keeps mixing up 
the parts of the cycle and how they’re connected. How could Ruff solve this with and with-
out the Internet?

1. Ruff could use a search engine to find out what the diagram is supposed to look like. 
This will be fast, but he still doesn’t understand the water cycle and will still have trou-
ble with the topic on future assignments and tests.

2. Ruff could ask his teacher or parent to explain it to him. Ruff gets one-on-one help with 
his question, but only if he’s in school and his teacher is available, or if his parents re-
member accurate information about the water cycle and are available to explain to him.

3. Ruff could use an online lesson to clarify the material he was learning in school. Ruff 
can access learning websites and educational videos anytime and anywhere, although it 
would also be useful to have an adult around if he has any questions.

scenario 1
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Ruff has just written a fantastic story. His teacher and parents all read it, and told him it 
was a pleasure to read. Ruff wants to share his story with more people.

1. Ruff could print out a lot of copies of it, and pass it out to people he meets on the 
street. This wastes paper and is not efficient.

2. Ruff could publish it on a website meant for sharing personal work (Fictionpress, Devi-
antArt, Medium, Scratch, etc.). Ruff can reach more people but it’s also a privacy risk. He 
should check with parents/teachers/trusted adults before publishing online.

3. Ruff could email the story to friends and ask them to each print out 10 copies and give 
those to friends. Those friends might make copies, though, and give them to people he 
doesn’t know (both positive and negative effects).

scenario 2

Ruff has decided he’s really interested in robots. They learned a little bit about how robots 
work in school, and Ruff wants to build one. The problem is, he doesn’t know how to start!

1. Ruff can ask his science teacher for more resources. The teacher knows Ruff’s ability 
level and maybe could even help him with building the robot, but might not know more 
resources. 

2. Ruff could use Google and YouTube to find guides for beginners, perhaps even books he 
can check out at the library. This is fast, with lots of information, but some of it might 
not be reliable.

3. Ruff could email someone who makes robots and interview them in person. Reliable, but 
this is only one source.

scenario 3
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handout

It’s important to know what tools are in your toolbox (both real and virtual), and when you 
should use them. Here, Ruff is presented with a problem. Help him think of at least two 
ways to solve it, at least one involving the Internet and one without, and list the pros and 
cons of each. You can also use two tools together!

Ruff is working on a diagram of the water cycle for a school project, but he keeps mixing up 
the parts of the cycle and how they’re connected. How could Ruff solve this with and with-
out the Internet?

scenario 1
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Ruff has just written a fantastic story. His teacher and parents all read it, and told him it 
was a pleasure to read. Ruff wants to share his story with more people.

scenario 2

Ruff has decided he’s really interested in robots. They learned a little bit about how robots 
work in school, and Ruff wants to build one. The problem is, he doesn’t know how to start!

scenario 3
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getting the most from 
the internet
parent handout

Today, you watched Ruff audition for the role of himself in a musical about the Internet! 
While he didn’t get the part, you’re well on your way to becoming a Media Genius! Here’s the 
next step:

Come up with a few different ways to use the Internet to accomplish your goal in the follow-
ing situations:

1. There are several long division problems on your math homework, but you’re having trou-
ble figuring out how to solve them.

2. You’re moving with your parents to another state, but you don’t want to lose touch with  
the rest of your family and your friends at school.

3. The student council is hosting a carnival to fundraise for new computers, and you’re in  
charge of making advertisements and promoting the event to your entire town.

How has the Internet changed the way your parents carry on their daily lives? What tools 
do they have now that they didn’t before the Internet existed? Find out how the Web has 
changed how they do work, take care of your family, plan vacations, make big purchases, 
etc. Ask them to show you some online resources that they use frequently, and introduce 
some of your favorite websites to them, too. 

You learned all about the possible uses of the Internet. With your parents, try one thing on 
the list you hadn’t done before!

• For example, if you’ve never put your own work online, find a kidsafe platform and start 
publishing! Or learn a new skill from a Youtube video.

• Make sure to keep everything you’ve learned in mind! Remember, only share things that 
are safe to share. And keep a healthy balance of time with and without technology!

activity



resources from Ruff and around the web
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parent handouts

• A list of ways other kids have used technology:
* http://brk.mn/14j

• Cool and useful web resources for learning, productivity, and creative exploration:
* http://brk.mn/14k

• More resources from Ruff!
* http://brk.mn/14b 


